NATURAL STONE

Providing Architects and Builders with 
Superior Paving, Decking and Pedestal Products.
Commercial | Luxury Residential | Civic
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Natural Stone

Types of Stone

It is hard to beat the beauty and grandeur of
natural stone. Architects, designers, and homeowners that want longevity, eco-friendly design,
and unparalleled character choose natural stone
for their projects. Natural stone can appear to be
more expensive due to the added cost of quarrying, transportation, and skill required in installing
it. But when you consider the life of the finished
project whether it is a private residence or public
plaza, those who make the investment, believe it
to be well worth it.
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Basalt
Granite
Marble
Limestone
Sandstone
Slate
Travertine
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Create a Legacy

Uses for Stone

Buildings, monuments, and
hardscapes that leverage natural
stone in their composition provide
the people who experience them with
a calming, emotional connection.
Natural stone continues to be the
product of creating a legacy.
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If you are thinking long term and
wish to create a legacy, you’ll want to
consider using natural stone in your
project.

pavers
stairs
stair treads and risers
planks
coping
wall caps
wall cladding
assemblies including fireplaces,
water features, stone benches
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Why Buy Stone
From HDG?
Stone is the most fluid and flexible building
material in the world! The problem with the
stone industry historically is that someone at
a dealer or distributorship makes decisions
about what you the client will want and buys
truckloads of tile or slabs in set, standard sizes,
and then is charged with selling it to you. That
business model is rigid. We flip that model on
its head. HDG Building Materials works closely with architects, landscape architects, interior
designers, masons, developers and owners.
We stock only marketing and sales samples so
overhead is low and response time is fast. With
our key leaders in construction management
experience and design degrees in landscape
architecture, HDG Building Materials consults
with you on YOUR design, material selection,
and the finishes and configurations that will
be best-suited to your project. In some cases,
we source new materials specifically to match
your criteria. We look forward to serving you.
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Accessible and Affordable
Many of the traditional finishes and fabrication are still available in other countries.
That is where we go. Our resident stone expert, Erik Nelson, lived and worked in China for
three years and speaks Chinese. HDG Building Materials has close working relationships
with our partner factories and are involved on site during fabrication ensuring three levels
of quality inspection. We send course of fabrication photos and reports, and when complete, we arrange all logistics to deliver your order to your job site ready to install.

Turn-key Service Includes:
• Shop drawings by HDG
( approved by you and used for fabrication and QC in the factory )
• Submittal samples & mockups
• Job fabrication & quality control
• Course of fabrication photo reports
• Detailed packing list
• Packing and crating
• Logistics and delivery to job site
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Colors and Finishes
Natural stone provokes the designers imagination. Its variations in color, patterns, and
texture are visually interesting and impossible to replicate in other materials. Whether in
the landscape or in a building’s architecture texture is what makes stone exciting.
Traditional hand crafted and most modern machine finishes are available.
See other stone color and finish combinations at:
hdgbuildingmaterials.com/products/natural-stone/

Need help finding the right stone
for your application?
Have a discussion with our resident stone expert,
Erik Nelson. 503-810-9898 | erik@hdgbuildingmaterials.com
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Capable and Experienced
HDG Building Materials provides natural stone working in jobs as small as
a single carved bench or fireplace assembly to a 50 container order for an
entire plaza. Know that if you can draw it then we can fabricate it and have
it shipped to your job site ready to install.

“We worked with HDG Building Materials on one of the most complicated jobs we’ve done in our 40-year history. For the Horton Plaza
Improvement project in San Diego we used a variety of shapes and
sizes of dimensional stone in various finishes, vertical and horizontal
installation methods, and including stairs on a radius. From initially
receiving stone samples to visiting a quarry on-site in China, HDG
provided great service and inspired confidence.”
Kent Klaser
Klaser Tile Co., Inc.
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Ask for a Sample

Select colors and finishes are in stock and available for sampling. We can also order custom-cut any finished samples of
any of our stone, produce them, and send photos at no charge.
Also physical samples can be produced and delivered
(air freight fees may apply).
HDG Building Materials
10691 SE Jason Lane
Happy Valley, OR 97086
503.360.9551
sales@hdgbuildingmaterials.com

